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CPMP Student Belief Survey
Directions for Analysis

• For each item marked with R, reverse the scale, that is, count 1 as 5, 2 as 4, 3 as 3, 4 as 2,
and 5 as 1.

• For each subscale (i.e., Self Assessment, Challenge, and so on), sum across the subscale
items after reversing items marked R.  The subscale score can be viewed as the pooled
percent of 1s, 2s, 3s, 4s, and 5s or as the weighted mean of these individual scores. In the
reliability analysis, we used the latter form for the scores. The higher the mean score, the
more positive the student’s beliefs in the subscale domain.

• Changes in each subscale can be seen by comparing means from one survey
administration to another (such as pretest to posttest).

• Items 36 -47 deal with how the students feel about their mathematics course. Items 36-47
should be analyzed item by item.  It makes little sense to sum across these items.
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1 2 3 4 5
<----- o ----- o ----- o ----- o ----- o ----->

Strongly      Not Strongly
Disagree Sure Agree
  (SD)    (SA)

Scale 1: Self Assessment
1. I feel confident about my mathematical ability.
2R I don't have the kind of mind needed to do advanced math.
3R. While I'm not especially strong at math, I'm not fearful of it either.
4. If I would give it full effort, I know I could learn advanced math.
7. Math is needed for many jobs and careers.
8. I plan to take at least three years of math in high school.
9. I expect to take some math courses in college.
To be good at math, you need to . . .
12. Have confidence you can do it.

Scale 2: Challenge
I feel really pleased doing math at school when. . .
16. I solve a problem by working hard.
17. The problems are challenging.
18. The teacher challenges me to think.
27R It is easy to solve the problems.
28R All the work is easy.
29R The teacher asks easy questions.

Scale 3: Creativity
5. Doing math allows room for original thinking and creativity.
6. Math helps you learn to think better.
I feel really pleased doing math at school when. . .
19. Something I learn makes me want to find out more.
20. I find a new way to solve a problem.
21. Something I figure out really makes sense.
What does learning math do to people?  Learning math . . .
31. Helps people think for themselves.
33. Helps people learn how to figure things out.
34. Helps people know if something makes sense.

Scale 4: Competition
I feel really pleased doing math at school when. . .
23 I know more than others.
24 I finish before my friends.
25 I get more right answers than my friends.
26 I am the only one who can answer a question.

Scale 5: Cooperation
To be good at math, you need to . . .
14. Be interested in math.
15. Be able to work with others to solve hard problems.
I feel really pleased doing math at school when. . .
22. We help each other solve problems.
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What does learning math do to people?  Learning math . . .
30. Makes people good at explaining their own ideas.
32. Makes people want to do lots of math when they grow up.
35. Helps people understand other people's ideas.

Scale 6: Math Gene
10R In general, boys tend to be naturally better at math than girls.
11R Math is a subject in which natural ability matters more than effort.
To be good at math, you need to . . .
13R. Have a kind of "mathematical mind."

Scale 7: Attitude toward your mathematics course
How do you feel about your mathematics course this year?
36. Most of the problems in the course are realistic.
37. I learned to reason mathematically.
38. Group work helped me learn mathematics.
39. The group work was enjoyable.
40. This course helped me feel confident that I can solve math problems.
41. I understood the mathematical ideas in this course.
42. This course helped me see that mathematical ideas make sense.
43. This course made me better at talking about mathematical ideas.
44. This course made me better at writing about mathematical ideas.
45R. The textbook materials in this course were difficult for me to read.
46. I enjoyed using the calculator in this course.
47. Mainly because of Core Plus, I plan to take at least three years of high school math.


